New Parties from Mad Science of
Western New England!
Oyster Party
Mad Science “Pearls of Wisdom” that are actual pearls! For lovers of Science AND Beauty! A Mad Scientist will
come to your location ready for each child to open a real oyster to find the pearl inside. Then every kid gets to
choose from a variety of chained pendants for their pearl. PLUS they get to mine for Gemstones, Fossils and
Shark’s Teeth and take home their favorites (see below).

Geode Cracking Party
Does your child love rocks, minerals and geodes? If so, this new party is for you! A Mad Scientist will come to
your location ready for each child to crack open their own geode. Each child will get to choose a 2-3 inch
geode and help the Mad Scientist break it open to find the crystals hidden within. Each child at the party gets
to take home their geode! PLUS they get to mine for Gemstones, Fossils and Shark’s Teeth and take home
their favorites (see below).

Included with any Geode or Oyster Party at No Extra Charge:
Mining for Gemstones, Fossils and Shark’s Teeth, along with Extras for the
Birthday Kid!
When not opening oysters or Geodes, children sift through boxes of sand seeded with a variety of fossils,
gems and shark’s teeth. Each child can choose their three favorites to keep!
Of course, as with all our activities if the kids aren’t VERY careful they JUST MIGHT LEARN SOMETHING! The
Mad Scientist will offer fascinating scientific anecdotes about pearls or geodes, fossils, shark’s teeth and
minerals – and will have hand-outs that help the children identify their finds. What’s more, the birthday child
will get a giant Mad Science poster that the guests can sign, stickers and their choice of a Mad Science Goody
Bag or Lab Coat.
There is an additional charge for the materials given to the children. Please call/email me for pricing. Other
options include Lab Coats or Goody Bags for everyone!

